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STUDY ON HIGH-EFFICIENCY BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR FOR COMPRESSOR 
Toshihiko Futani, Yoshiharu Shida 
TOSHIBA Corporation, Fuji Works 
ABSTRACT 
In Japan, room air conditioners, mainly heat-pump type, have 
been widely introduced into households. And "one unit to one 
room" really features today rather than "one unit to one home" in 
the past. 
In the circumstances where room-by-room air conditioning or 
all-season air conditioning systems are increasing, reduction of 
electric power consumption strongly required. As a consequence, 
the efficiency of a compressor, a core component of each air cond 
itioner, must be improved more emphatically than everbefore. 
To cope with the requirement, the authors developed a new 
t.ype of DC twin-rotary compressor having a newly developed 
brushless DC motor, that is driven most efficiently using a 
digital control system. 
INTRODUCTION 
For improving the efficiency of a compressor, the efficiency 
of a driving motor must be first improved. 
An AC motor (squeirrel cage type induction motor) has been 
mainly used as a compressor motor. 
Recently, some manufacturers have begun to incorporate higher-
eficiency •. brushless DC motors because the motors are free from 
exciting losses and rotor copper losses; unlike AC motors. 
However, a conventional brushless DC motor used to take a 
complicated structure in the rotor. In addition, an eddy current 
loss occurred in an outer stainless steel can, by the effect of 
harmonic flux of magnetism when t.he motor was started up, 
resulting in lower efficiency. Furthermore, another defect. with 
a conventional brushless DC motor was that, in driving, the motor 
could not. be driven in an optimum state because of an error in 
detecting a rotor location by means of an induced voltage, 
instead of a sensor. 
For improving t.he efficiency of a compressor motor, the 
authors introduced a brushless DC motor with a rotor in a novel 
structure and an advanced driving control system, to solve the 
past problems. 
A brushless DC motor,developed by the authors, is provided 
with a rotor having a structure that a permanent magnet is 
inserted into and fixed on a slot equipped in a laminated-steel-
sheet core. Thus, the outer stainless steel can could be 
eliminated, while greatly reducing an eddy current loss thanks to 
a lamination structure used in the outer casing. For driving a 
new DC motor, a digital driving control has been incorporated; no 
analog filter is used, but. a position signal is obtained from an 
induced voltage, in a sensorless position detection system. The 
new system contributes to the optimization of driving a ·new DC 
motor. As a result., the efficiency of a new brushless DC motor 
has been made drastically higher than those of conventional 
motors. In add! tion, new technologies have been achieved in 
punching rotor iron cores and precisely manufacturing of rotor 
assemblies, which are applied practically. This report. descrives 
an outline of features bf the new brushless DC motor and 
associated technologies. 
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SUMMARY OF THE PRODUCT 
Fig. 1 shows the structure of a new DC twin-rotary 
compressor; a twin-mechanism compression unit, well balanced for 
revolution substantially without torque fluctuation, is equipped 
in the lower part, and in the upper part, the brushless DC motor 
presently developed is incorporated. 
An outline of the brushless DC motor developed by the 
authors are described in the following. 
Construction of the motor(rotor) 
Fig. 2 shows the construction of the new rotor. The stator 
is an ordinary 4-pole, wound coil type that. is similar, not 
substantially modified from conventional models. 
The iron core of the rot.or consists of an outer ring, a yoke 
and a connection unit that connects the yoke with the outer ring. 
The permanent magnet (ferrite) is inserted into and fixed 
at a magnet fixing hole equipped on the iron core. After a 
permanent. magnet is inserted into the iron core, end plates are 
mounted at. both ends and assembled into a body using rivets. 
With t.his construction, the permanent. magnet. is supported 
by the outer rings, so unlike a conventional t.ype motor, no 
stainless steel can is required any longer. The new construction 
is simpler and less resource-consuming. 
In addition, t.he outer part consists of punched, laminated 
st.eel sheets. Moreover, insulation films are formed on the 
surfaces of punched st.eel sheets, which prevent occurrence of 
eddy current losses. Thus, efficiency is not reduced by an eddy 
current loss. 
Study on specifications of the rotor 
The construction of a newly developed rotor has many 
features as described above. However, t.he rotor is associated 
wit.h a defect that magnetic flux leaks to the outer rings and the 
connection unit while reducing a motor torque. In addition, the 
outer rings and connection unit must. wi thst.and a centrifugal 
Brushless DC 
motor ( st.at.or) 
Fig.l Cross-section of DC 
twin-rotary compressor 
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Fig.2 Newly developed 
DC motor (rotor) 
force of the permanent magnet when the rotor revolves. Therefore, 
widths of the rings must be considerably large for higher 
strength. Another width limit comes from punching technology. 
Specifications of an iron core of the rotor were studied by 
analyzing the amount of magnetic flux using magnetic field 
analysis, analyzing stresses at each part through structural 
analysis and studying on feasibility of punching through trial 
manufacturing. An example of the field analysis is shown in 
Fig. 3, while showing an example of the structural analysis in 
Fig. 4. Fig. 5 and 6 show measured amounts of magnetic flux and 
maximum stresses through t.he analyses using parameters of width 
of the outer ring and width of t.he connection unit. 
Figs. 5 and 6 reveal that. an amount of magnetic flux and a 
maximum stress qreatly depend on the width of outer rings. 
On the other hand, an effect of the width of the connection 
unit does not significantly affect the amount of magnetic flux. 
However, when a width increases, an inductance of the winding 
increases as shown in Fig. 7, causing problems such as decreasing 
of a maximum revolution frequency. 
As a result of t.he above-mentioned result., an outer ring 
width of 0.4 mm and a connection unit. width of 1 mm were selected 
for mass production. In particular, an width of 0.4 mm for the 
outer ring is smaller t.han t.he thickness of 0.5 mm for a steel 
sheet. to be punched, and this thickness could be applied to mass 
production by taking advantage of an precision pressing 
technology developed by the authors. 
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Wi t.h a brushless DC mot.or, a location of t.he rot.or is 
det.ect.ed t.o sequentially swi t.ch phases of t.he st.at.or t.o apply 
current.. Wi t.h a compressor, t.he mot.or is mounted wi t.hin a 
special environment., where a sensor such as a Hall element cannot 
be used, so a voltage induced in t.he coil winding is processed to 
detect. each location of the rotor, in a sensorless syst.em. 
In conventional sensor less systems, induced vol t.ages are 
filt.rat.ed through an analog filter t.o generate processing signals.
 
Wit.h such a system, however, a position det.ect.ion signal 
electrically lags by 90 from a physical location, so a location 
cannot. be exactly detected. In addi t.ion, t.he system is not. 
applicable t.o controlling because a detection timing becomes the 
same as a timing for swit.hing a current.. 
Another problem in association wit.h t.he system is t.hat. a location 
det.ect.ion accuracy extremely decreases when t.he rot.or is rotating 
at. a low frequency. 
The new digi t.al system developed by the authors is t.hat. a 
voltage across a coil winding is directly processed without. 
passing through an analog filter so that. a location is detected 
in real t.ime. 
Wi t.h this digital system, an induced vol t.age is entered 
directly int.o a comparator in which the voltage is compared with 
a reference voltage t.o define a position signal. 
A posi t.ion signal, thus generated, contains 
from a chopper provided for controlling of voltages 
is removed through judging whether a signal is 
ineffective. 
noise coming 
and the noise 
effect.i ve or 
Using a position signal, two counters for measuring periods 
and shifting phases are used t.o shift. t.he phase of t.he signal by 
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Table l Comparison of charact.erist.ics between 
driving control syst.ern 
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Features of the digital driving control system 
Table 1 compares the digital system with the analog system. 
With the analog system, a position signal can be acquired only by 
comparing an induced voltage passed through the analog filter. 
To the contrary, more complicated signal processing is required 
in the digital system. However, the digital system is provided 
with miscellaneous features such as excellent starting 
characteristics, quick response and high-efficiency control. 
Among other high-efficiency control modes of the digital system, 
a leading angle control mode is described in the following. 
Fig. 8 shows waveforms of an induced voltage, a driving 
voltage and a driving current. 
Switching of a current is activated generally by shifting 
a phase, after an electric angle of 30 from a timing of a 
position signal. However, a driving current lags to rise, 
resulting in a phase shifting to an induced voltage (representing 
a rotor location) . 
The larger the cu·rrent (load) or revolution frequency, the 
larger the phase shifting results. If a phase shifting is more 
than a limit, efficiency of the motor decreases. 
In the driving control system that the authors have 
developed, a phase-shifting amount is adjusted when a current-
switching signal is generated from a position signal, so that a 
phase shifting becomes minimum, thus motor efficiency has been 
improved from conventional values. 
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PERFORMANCE 
Rat.ed torcue and variable speed range of the brushless DC 
motor developed by the authors are 2 (N.m) and 10 - 150 (rps), 
respectively. Fig. 9 shows revolution frequency vs. motor 
efficiency characteristics in standard loaded conditions. Ovbiou 
sley, efficiencies of t.he new motor are higher t.han those of 
conventional AC mot.ors, in an ent.ire range from low t.o high 
speeds. Fig. 10 shows overall efficiencies of a DC t.win-rotary 
compressor with a brushless DC motor of this new type, measured 
using caloriemet.er. Obviously, efficiencies are greatly improved 
like in a single motor unit.. 
Particularly in a low-speed range, effiency of a brushless 
DC mot.or is great.ely improved from t.hat. of AC motor. This is 
because proportion of a magnetic exci t.at.ion loss and a rotor 
copper loss becomes higher widh an AC motor in a low-speed range, 
but. with a brushless DC motor, there are no such losses. 
On t.he other hand, when the new brushless DC motor is 
compared with a conventional brushless DC motor with a stainless 
steel canned type rotor, efficiency of t.he new type has been 
improved by about. 2 % in t.he entire range, owing t.o t.he effect. 
of reduction in an eddy current. loss with a rotor of t.he new 
structure. 
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A novel brushless DC motor has been developed by 
int.roducLing a new rotor construction and a digital driving 
control system, t.o improve an energy efficiency in an entire 
variable speed range from those of convenLional compressor motors, 
and t.he new motor has been put. on the market., incorporated in a 
DC t.win-rot.ary compressor. 
However, a brushless DC motor belongs t.o a rather new type 
of motor, and therefore i t.s performance ought. t.o be improved 
further. Energy-preserved consumer appliances such as 
aircondi tioners will be demanded more in t.he fut.ure, so t.he 
authors would like t.o make efforts t.o improve performance of the 
motor and reduce it.s manufacturing cost.. 
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